Comprehensive Conspiracy Hypotheses, and behold 1 solution; THE RESISTANCE

Part 1: Seeding the Resistance

DO YOU SEE ANY 757!! or did all of it’s Aluminum-Titanium fuselage and wings vaporize on impact? I think not, physics takes precedent over what the media tells you. I mean it’s not like “independent” liberal news reporters can lie right?
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The wall collapsed not with the collision but an hour after the impact of the “plane”. There are more photos and videos to prove this. It is all on the net.
note: picture quality is low to reduce file size. For larger and more complete photos go to <www.serendipity.li/wtc.htm>
There are more resources on that site, which is exactly why Yahoo.com refuses to list them. They don’t want you to visit it!
WRONG! the press is controlled by 3 primary conglomerates whose CEOs are in bed with the government. What you call news is COVERT LIES AND PROPAGANDA!!!! Michel Jackson and gay marriages are not the news, THEY ARE ONLY MEANT TO DISTRACT YOU FROM WHAT IS ACTUALLLY GOING ON!! So you don’t question the black box voting process, so you don’t understand the real motivations of the Iraq war, so you don’t look at the enormous amount of proof that HIV is a chimera virus specially designed in a United States laboratory. Of course you do not hear the real news, you are too busy watching Fox News, and reading the New York Times. Right and Left it is only in seeming, it is all propaganda. The truth is censored from the mainstream, the government controls the airwaves here just like they did in Nazi Germany, except we watch TV instead of listening to radios. The real left is not heard. The most extreme actions mainstream media support is the legalization of marijuana, if that. Now read on, open your eyes see the truth that was hidden from you and begin to search the real news on the still uncensored internet.

Steel only softens at around 800 degrees centigrade which is the maximum temperature a normal hydrocarbon(fuel fire) can burn. Steel cannot be melted by a hydrocarbon fire, especially if the steel is made into a superstructure. Even if the “inferno” inside the buildings was hot enough, the heat would have been rapidly conducted along the steel along the entire body, relieving the temperature at any one point. The Mainstream media would have you think that a hydrocarbon fire could melt steel, induce a perfect near freefall collapse of the WTC which although having a steel-concrete reinforced central column, managed collapse perfectly exactly like a controlled demolition performed by the very company contracted to clean up the site. IT WAS A CONTROLLED DEMOLITION, THE PLANES WERE REMOTE CONTROLLED, AND THE PENTAGON WAS hit by an AGM-86C Conventional Air Launched Cruise Missile. If you don’t believe me go to <www.serendipity.li/wtc.htm> IF YOU STILL BELIVE THE OFFICIAL 911 STORY GO TO THE SITE, OR ELSE STOP READING AND GO BACK TO NUMBING YOUR MIND ON TV NEWS PROPAGANDA.
From the instant I heard their official story I realized what it was all about, I read it in another conspiracy document published 7 years prior to the attacks (<www.v-j-enterprises.com/serpent.html> search for “middle east”) The war on terror was planned and orchestrated by the United States and CIA to:
1.) Capture vital oil and mineral recourses and make way for the Caspian sea pipeline (<http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/caspian.html>)
2.) Gain dominance political economic and military.
3.) Flood the market with oil for American economic stimulus, to undercut OPEC's power, and to sustain the petrol-dollar hegemony.
4.) Provide a convenient war torn weak federal state which the CIA can facilitate whole sale opium trade.
5.) Assert validity unilateral US intervention in an age of “peace,” and set precedent of Roman law or supreme sovereignty of kings, above 20th century parameters of international law.
6.) Put under illuminati control countries not currently dominated by their invisible strings and agents.
7.) Push forward The Patriot Act to legalize oppressive control otherwise reserved to covert and clandestine organizations normally arbitrated by the shadow government.(<www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn?pagename=article&node=&contentId=A20584-2002Feb28&notFound=true>)

Guantánamo Bay is not being used to house terrorists, nor are the blatantly unconstitutional Patriot Act helping the war on terror at all. NO judge would refuse a legitimate proposal to search suspected terrorists, NOR would any jury fail to convict even merely suspected terrorists. Guantánamo Bay is America’s Siberia, just like the USSR once did, our political prisoners are being subject to Psychotropic drugs, Sensory deprivation(<www.geocities.com/torturevictim/cuba.html>, or search for camp x-ray photos), all part of their MKULTRA (http://www.aches-mc.org/monarch.html) programming so that future Arabs can be triggered and told to blow up more buildings or nuke cities to legitimize further he Executive’s Big Brother agenda, or provide other services. And thus The Domestic Security Enhancement Act(Patriot Act II, the site; <www.aclu.org/SafeandFree/SafeandFree.cfm?ID=12161&c=206>, the file; <www.publicintegrity.org/dtaweb/downloads/Story_01_020703_Doc_1.pdf>) would be passed basically annulling our entire constitution. Also proceeding the inevitable Patriot Act II, would be an equally inevitable activation of executive powers under FEMA, and implementation of the shadow government. Then to make matters worse there are rumors abound about the great Bear of Russia, pretending a “war game”(http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?file=/news/archive/2004/01/30/international1332EST0582.DTL&type=printable) would attacking in our weakness as part their conspiracy to dominate us from the 1930s(http://www.spiritoftruth.org/truth.htm), I am somewhat skeptical given that both our governments are controlled by Illuminati, (along with all important non-Rouge states) but nuclear war would certainly give our executive branch god like powers over us, and would satiate Bushes lust for perpetual power in office. More likely the (as Bush puts it) “shadowy” Al Qaeda will nuke a couple cities with suitcase bombs acquired through Chechnya rebels(www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/521497/posts), or Iraqi, Syrian, or Iranian WMD. The United States of course have tons and tons of VX, Saurian, and a whole arsenal of other chemical weapons, more than all the world’s stockpiles combined.
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Dr. Boyd E. Graves holds a copy of a 1971 virus development progress report of the US Special Virus Program. The flowchart he discovered in 1999 is widely acclaimed amongst the scientific community in it’s extensive and accurate accounts of the virus’s laboratory evolution. The documentation describes in detail the testing and development of the “The Special Cancer Virus” now known as HIV. Phase IV-A of the chart, (<www.edenvalleychurch.net/aids.html>) denotes of the existence of an HIV antidote. AIDS was implemented in small pox vaccines to eliminate Africans, while at the same time relieving over population, and providing 300 billion a year to the pharmaceutical industry. Millions of people are dying of a pandemic disease that probably has a cure, and the media spends more time focusing on Michel Jackson’s trial!
Of course even though the Special Virus Program developed an antidote for the pure virus in it’s initial outbreak, it is likely that many of the sub-strains of this retrovirus have mutated enough to render their original counter-agent ineffective. It was arrogant for the US to release a mutation prone RNA virus instead of a DNA virus which would be less likely to become impervious to it’s theoretical “Immunological control.”

Your probably wondering how or why they would do this to us. Why cause all that pain and suffering? The answer lies not in the functioning’s of our constitutional republic, which physically died over a century ago. The answer lies in an “Illuminati” Conspiracy, which spans all of post-“diluvium” history.

History of Earth:

The universe is over 15 billion years old. Stars formed very early on, so by any means inhabitable planets could have existed even 6 billion years post-bang. It took our planet over 3 billion years to breed intelligent life. Note intelligence is not sentience, but only one of the prerequisites for a species to build a civilization. Dexterity and necessity to use tools are equally vital. However it is hypothetically possible that a sentient reptilian race could have evolved if there was a great time period between mass extinctions (usually induced by meteor impacts) and somewhere on the world conditions were ripe to guide evolution into creating a sentient species. Which would potentially put the evolution of a space faring civilization at anywhere after 10 billion years post-bang, billions of years before our own evolution.

Now let’s just consider what we would potentially do if we colonized the moon in the 1980s like The United States should have, given it’s financial viability, and colossal geopolitical advantage. After colonizing the moon, we would begin to harvest the resources of the solar system, building hallow colonies for vast rural and urban living space. Through vast exponential population increases we would run out of resources to build space colonies in our solar system and need to send populations elsewhere in the universe. So before we max out our population we would launch either warp speed or fractional light speed long term space vessels to other solar systems. We would want to spread out and have as much living space as possible so we would launch probes very far out into space all at once. Given that the distance between stars is measured in light-years, the expansion of human civilization would travel at somewhere comparable to light speed, let us say 1/2 the speed of light for example. Given that the size of the universe is only estimated around 20 billion light-years in diameter, a space faring civilization that arose at the earliest possible time, could by now approximately span a sphere 6 billion light-years in diameter. 202/62 ≈ 12, which is the number of civilizations arising at the earliest possible time, equally spaced throughout the universe, required to colonize the entire universe by now. Randomly spaced 100 civilizations would certainly cover everything, and given that there are around 1023 stars seen right now, even if the probability of an alien civilization arising from a star was one in 100 trillion, 1:1014, that would put the probability of Earth NOT being colonized right now at 1/10,000,000, about the probability of winning the lottery. Also, given that Earth has a suitable breathable atmosphere with water, land, and life, it would be even  more enticing to colonize, making the probability of our planet not being seeded by Extra Terrestrials even more unlikely. Now I know these calculations are incredibly crude, but I am just trying to express to you the astronomical likelihood that our plant has already been seeded by an alien civilization.

Now let’s begin to paint a hypothetical picture of how a species might seed a solar system. 400 people are put into cryogenic freezing, and launched to the designated solar system already observed or scouted previously. Their interstellar space ship provides constant trust from fusion reaction thrusters accelerating it over many days or weeks to sub-light speeds. As they approach our solar system the ship turns around and fires the thrusters to slow the ship down directly into orbit above the greenest most inhabitable planet. Within the ship is a separated quark array corresponding to one on the home world, providing ultra-high bandwidth instantaneous communication. Since the solar system was already scouted by a probe, going from star to star, the atmosphere was already determined to be fully adequate. The ship lands and the settlers begin to build their civilization. The work is hard, involving much micromanagement of their advanced nano-tech mining/refinement/replication systems. And there is lots of work to prepare for the next wave of settlers that will be arrive expecting homes at a certain predesignated date in the far future. The next wave of settlers will help relive some of the population stresses found by those closer to the core of the civilization, as those regions are running out of living space.

The population of settlers increases dramatically, and a few scattered star elevator are already set up to provide a convenient link of the surface, to geosynchronous orbit. These star-ladders are built of a precisely defined grid of carbon nanotube that span from surface to the orbital station in the heavens. Vital elements are being mined and shipped into space as the settlers are spreading out mining operations to other bodies in the solar system. There is much labor needed and the corporation financing this enterprise needs to boost their short term profits, so it demands that the leaders of this settlement enhance worker efficiency so that they can cut worker hours, and not have to pay them overtime, also they are selling more property in the future that has to be built.

Being frustrated with these excessive demands the leaders look for out of the box solutions to enhance productivity. One member of the council who specialized in biological sciences proposes a new solution. The council seeing no other acceptable legal alternatives accepts this new idea and provides the biologist with workers to genetically engineer the new primate species. The biologist designs this new species to have vast mathematical, scientific, and mechanical intelligence but designed higher reasoning functions to be normally suppressed by heightened need for social acceptance and enhanced emotional dependency, traits already somewhat present in the primates. However given their higher learning functions the biologist warned that they were capable of revolt, and that their would need to be some sort of social code and hierarchal parameters guiding the humans in some kind of indirect way. After experimenting with various worker communities of different subspecies, the biologist determined the type of hierarchy the humans conformed to most was one that involved a new concept whereby the humans could be perpetually enslaved as long as the truth about the system was not disclosed to them. This was satisfactory to the leaders who implemented the plan immediately in order to increase overall productivity.

The successful experimental community was told to procreate, and given authority over their children as priests to the settlers or gods, the majority of which were already living off world or underground in warmer, and more homely underground conditions, free from seasonal climactic changes.

The human population flourished. The normal complacent humans, the masses could be maintained as surfs through control of their food, and providing monetary rewards for hard work. The smartest of the humans began to seek higher forms of learning and tried to grapple inconsistencies and crudeness in the exoteric religion. This always led them to the priestly or the elite, who were the exact same individual. The priest judged the abilities of the initiate. If the seeker was weak in mind he was either turned down or initiated as an authoritative mouthpiece of the gods, now being symbolized by the eye at the top of the pyramid. This is the perfect symbol, as it represents transcendence to the surfs, hierarchy to the elite, and the ultimate watchful power of the gods to all. To those who were turned down to the secret of the system of controls would be taught the esoteric, and told to hide it from the masses. If did not prove worthy to rise though the masses he was told that he was not an initiate in past lives and thus could not in this life rise above his peers to a magi, but if he worked hard then he could seek to become a master in a future life. Or they might be dropped entirely and told to go back to serfdom. Thus the “gods” controlled the humans through the food they replicated and the eye at the top of the pyramid. The priests ruled because they were closer to these gods, and they were not lying.

The system worked, and in the rare cases where humans would rise up against the gods, a few plasma rounds into the riot and the pitiful humans dispersed and got right back to work. Even though they acquired greater numbers that the settlers through their obeisant animal breeding, we held the reigns and the guns to keep them in line.

In time not even the people knew what the gods looked like and only heard about them through myths of heaven which made things a lot easier because any revolt that occurred only succeeded in overthrowing the leader, and the leader of the revolt was easily seduced after assuming his seat of power, thus insulating any problem from the settlers.

The system worked very well for very long, soon alters and sacrifices were being constantly made to the gods, and all were religious, also the priests did well to construct vast pyramid temples to us. These landmarks are built according to settlers wishes to convey geometric and astronomical attributes. These will be useful in conveying the existence of higher than human thought to later generations. Elements within the settlers did not like to see other sentient humanoids enslaved, and were dissatisfied for monetary reasons. Some of our own reptiles went to the humanoid surfs with our advanced weapons technology and the means to replicate it, they told the humans the truth of their enslavement.

These humans overthrew their masters and in their rage at their enslavement and the falseness of their religion, and the oppression of the priests, toppled the space elevator at Babylon. Thank their rage, they could have spread into space and threatened the entire solar system.

Luckily enough the separation of the continents insulated the still complacent 








Never have the illuminati been opposed, not by any nation nor any person. People only speak of them and usually under their own breaths. LET THIS BE NO LONGER, LET THE RESISTANCE BEGIN NOW!

That being said, we have not the power nor the organization to begin any sort of armed resistance. We may expose evil, we may go public with powerful truths, but let us not resort to violence, that will only strengthen their pretences to imprison us, and weaken our base with both military and civilian alike.




Let searchers find materials on nefarious conspiracies by searching for <DownWithTheNewWorldOrder>

Let Searchers find materials on The Resistance by searching for <VivaLaResistance>

Let Searches find materials I present by searching for a combination of the two above with <DragonOfLight> which is my title, based on the myths of Harpocrates or the Horus-Child, who defeats the embodiment of Satin, the old serpent, the Dragon of darkness, drought and plague.

After I e-mail this article, there will be three types of people in this world, us, them, and a whole lot of sheep, but all will wearing sheep’s clothing. We are the resistance, we must spread the word of truth to show the sheep the darkness those in power have so that they may be sheep no longer. We must destroy peoples innocent world view and show them that their education, TV, Newspapers, and most of the internet are but propaganda and weak counter–thesi. You may find on the vast internet documents and websites that you know have spiritual and material truth to them, but not let partial truths seduce you into believing the lies that make us complacent. These lies are meant only to divert us from doing anything dangerous to them. There are sites out there that provide information leaked by the government to lead you half way to truth then bring you astray with their deceitful lies. Let you not be fooled by the New Age Horse shit that everything is all good, they are just afraid to face anything that is not “positive.” To them I ask this, IS TRUTH POSITIVE, or is that reserved for ignorance. Believe not a spirit or man who claims to be god or a profit of him for almost all are just liars, just dirty fucking liars.

For the materialist we must fight to protect ourselves from evil men conspiring to hold us in invisible chains as we most already are. For the one who believes in god or that this world is an illusion, we must fight to make our illusion better, god does not destroy evil nations with miracles, HE WILL DESTROY THEM THROUGH US! For the believer in Extra Terrestrial involvement in this world, and under ground Saurians, your cause should be greatest for if the world is guided as I believe it to be, either our enslavement or extermination will ensue. And to the cowards who fear for their lives, you should be more afraid of their tortuous enslavement for that kind of life would be worse than living. And for one who is religious think not that you will be denied salvation for trying to secure a better world for your children. And in case Reptiles are about to enslave us as they might, we cannot risk exclusion of that possibility in our ignorant complacency.

The seeds of truth and decent must be sown in whatever way possible: tell your friends and family the truth, e-mail this to all you know, print copies and distribute them all around, or even throw this document from a building window, let people know that WE ARE NOT GOING TO SIT IDLELY and watch our “just” and “democratic” institutions murder hundreds of millions of men women in children each and every year, as they bring humanity lower than DOGS! WE ARE NOT GOING TO WATCH THEM AS THE RAPE our beautiful planet, forcing us out of our homes from the green house flooding, and inducing on the world a Pandora’s Box of MASS EXTINCTION! WE WILL NEVER BE ENSLAVED!!!!!!!

Let this document be spread
Let the seeds of dissent be sown
Let the invisible networks of resistance be born

For Our Salvation
For Our Freedom
For Our Children

Viva La Resistance

